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ABSTRACT
Seismic loss assessment for a spatially distributed system, such as lifeline networks, depends on the distribution
of ground-motion intensity measures (IMs) over region and the vulnerability of structure in the given region. The
proper treatment of variability of both ground motion and structural vulnerability is essential. In particular, it has
been shown that spatial correlation of both these parameters has an important impact. In recent years, some
models have been proposed to quantify the spatial correlation of IMs; however, there is little attention to
structure-to-structure damage correlation. In this paper, a methodology based on spatial statistics for considering
this correlation in the network risk assessment is proposed. In this methodology, direct loss of structures imposed
an earthquake event is considered as a random field whose cross-covariance function is presented using
semivariogram functions. The parameters of the model can be estimated from spatial characterization of the
expected loss of structures in each damage state. This framework is shown on a transportation network located in
Tehran and the effect of damage correlation is investigated. The results indicate that spatial correlation of
damage has a significant effect on risk estimate, especially may lead underestimation of risk assessment in rare
event cases.
Keywords: Lifeline systems; Spatial correlation; Damage correlation; Reliability & Risk Analysis;
Transportation networks

1. INTRODUCTION
Lifeline networks such as transportation networks, electrical networks, and water distribution
networks play a significant role in the capability of a society to come back after a natural hazard like
earthquake. In fact, the recovery activities are highly dependent on the performance of these networks
during hazards. For this reason, estimation of the performance of lifelines received much attention.
However, this estimation has accompanied highly uncertain. In general, spatial correlation of groundmotion intensity measure (IM) and the structural damage result in these uncertainties. These years,
some researchers have proposed frameworks to incorporate correlation of both IMs and structures.
Several research works studied the effect of spatial correlation of ground-motion IMs on the loss
estimation of lifeline networks. It is indicated that for rare events, ignoring spatial correlation of IMs
may result in underestimation of the risk assessment, and overestimation in frequent events. In this
way, models for different IMs (peak ground acceleration [PGA], peak ground velocity [PGV], peak
ground displacement [PGD], and spectral accelerations [SAs]) are presented based on records from
different regions. Boore et al. (2003) developed a spatial correlation model of PGA using 1994
Northridge earthquake observations. Wang and Takada (2005) presented a model of PGV using
several earthquakes occurred in Japan and the 1999 Chi-Chi. Other studies, such as Goda and Hong
(2008), Jayaram and Baker (2009), and Hong et al. (2009) used some well-recorded earthquakes to
develop the spatial correlation model for different IMs. In these works, records of each event are
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investigated separately and the model is proposed based on the obtained results. In the other approach,
spatial correlation models were computed using data gathering from several earthquakes. Goda and
Atkinson (2010), Esposito and Iervolino (2011), Esposito and Iervolino (2012) and Garakaninezhad et
al.( 2017) proposed models for different IMs using collocated data from various regions.
The model for vector IMs have also been introduced. Loth and Baker (2013) and Du and Wang (2013)
presented the cross-correlation model for SAs at multiple periods. Wang and Du, 2013 u proposed
models for two sets of IMs, one foe PGA, PGV and Ia and one for SAs at multiple periods.
The impact of spatial correlation among structures has received less attention. This correlation may
result from the similarity of design or construction methods and the material quality of structures in a
network. Therefore, a simulation procedure which can consider these shared or uncorrelated qualities,
is required to accurately risk assessment. In these years, researchers have focused on treatment of
these spatial correlations. Lee and Kiremidjian (2007) presented framework which included the effects
of correlations under a given earthquake scenario. Shiraki et al. (2007) investigated the total bridge
network delay under a seismic hazard using user-equilibrim analysis. Bocchini and Frangopol (2011)
presented a procedure to assess the correlation of the individual bridge damage levels. Dong and
Frangopol (2017) presented a framework considering spatial correlation of IMs, vulnerability of
bridges and links.
It is clear that it is of vital importance to propose a framework which accounts for structure damage
correlation in addition to IMs correlation. However, based on aforementioned studies, frameworks
which consider damage level correlation have received less attention. In this paper, a framework
which considers correlation of both IMs and structures damage is proposed. In order to assess the
hazard risk of spatially-distributed systems with the presence of structure-to-structure damage
correlation, the ability of spatial correlation is used.
In the following section, spatial correlation is described. Section 3 presents the proposed framework.
Finally, in section 4, the capability of the framework is illustrated on a transportation network in
Tehran.

2. SPATIAL CORRELATION
The framework presented in this paper can incorporate spatial correlation in both simulated IMs and
damage states. These simulations are done based on techniques proposed in spatial statistics. The
spatial correlation of a random field can be consider using semivariogram which is widely used in
geostatistics. The semivariogram for a second-order stationary random field can be written as
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where
and
are the value of random variables separated by the separation vector h. A
random field is a second-order stationary if its mean value is identical across the domain and also, the
two-point statistics depend only on the separation distance and not on their actual location. A
stationary semivariogram is isotropic when it is not dependent on the directions. In this case, the
separation vector h in Equation (1) can be replaced by separation distance h. Under these assumptions
and based on the methods of moments, a classic estimation of semivariogram can be written as follows
(Goovaerts 1997)
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where ̂( ) denotes the empirical semivariogram and ( ) denotes the number of data pairs separated
by h. In isotropic and second-order stationary random field, the relation between semivariogram
function and correlation function is defined as
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There are models in the literature to present semivariogram theoretically. The most widely used
models are the exponential, Gaussian, and spherical model (Goovaerts 1997). The exponential model
which is applied by several researchers to approximate the empirical semivariogram data is defined as
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where denotes the sill of the semivariogram which is equal to the variance of empirical data and is the range
of the semivariogram which is defined as the separation distance when the semivariogram reaches 0.95 times the
sill.

3. RISK ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK
The proposed framework includes several steps and its flowchart is depicted in Figure 1. In the first
step, inventory of the network and characteristics of active faults in the region should be identified.
Based on the seismic source model, a set of earthquake scenarios is generated and for each structure in
the network the considered IM is predicted. Then, the correlated damage amps for each type of bridge
are simulated using semivariogram given correlation range of damage sate. Finally, the performance
of the network is computed based on the generated damage maps.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed framework

3.1 Seismic hazard analysis
The aim of this step is to simulate a set of probabilistic earthquake scenarios and associated ground
motion intensity maps. The set of scenarios are simulated using a seismic source model which is
obtained from seismicity of the region. The number of earthquake scenarios is considerable, hence it is
reasonable to use methods to reduce the computational costs. Researchers proposed methods to select
the reduced set of scenarios. These approaches can be classified into user-defined approach (Chang et
al. 2000, Shiraki et al. 2007 and Campbell and Seligson 2003), approaches based on importance
sampling (Kiremidjian et al. (2007) and Jayaram and Baker (2010)) or ground motion contributors
(Han and Davidson 2012).
Next, for each earthquake scenario, the considered IMs can be predicted at each location using a
ground-motion prediction equation (GMPE) model. The general form of GMPE is as follows
(
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) denotes the
Where
, is the considered IM at site s and triggered by earthquake q, ̅ (
predicted mean value of ground-motion intensity, M presents earthquake magnitude, R is the site-tosource distance, and
shows the other parameters, such as local site conditions and faulting
mechanism.
and
indicate the intra- and inter-event residuals, respectively. These terms are
assumed to be normal variables with zero mean and standard deviations of
and , respectively
(Jayaram and Baker 2008). Spatial correlation of IMs under an earthquake scenario among structure
locations is simulated by intra-event residuals. The residuals are generated using a spatially-correlated
multivariate normal distribution.
The intra-event residual should be simulated based on a spatially-correlated multivariate normal
distribution and the inter-event residual based on a univariate normal distribution. Most of the spatial
correlation models, mentioned in Section 2, used the exponential form such as Equation 6. In general,
these models consider sill (a) equal to 1 and the correlation range (b) is presented as a function of
period. In order to consider anisotropy, the correlation range should be modified with anisotropy ratio
which proposed in Garakaninezhad and Bastami (2017). Then, the intra-event residuals can be
simulated using the obtained correlation model as a function of distance.
In addition to reduce the number of scenario, the reduced set of ground-motion IM maps can also be
selected. Vaziri et al. (2012) and Han and Davidson (2012) proposed methods based on optimization
and considering hazard curves.
3.2 Seismic vulnerabilities of bridges and links
Estimating seismic risk of a transportation network requires assessing the structural performance level
of structures in the network. The structural performance is generally obtained from fragility functions.
A fragility function of bridge k, determines the exceedance probability of a damage state with a given
the intensity of the seismic ground motion. This function can be written as
(
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where
presents the median value of IM of damage state ; denotes the standard deviation of the
logarithmic of ground-motion intensity associated with the damage state, and
is the standard
normal cumulative distribution function. Under a given IM, the probability of an individual structure k
being in a damage state r is obtained from the difference between the exceedance probabilities of
damage state r and r+1. The expected bridge damage index (BDIk) is defined as multiplying (
) for each damage state r with the corresponding component damage state index (BDDIk).
Hence, BDIk can be written as follows
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where
is the number of damage states.
The components are connected by elements which is considered as links. Therefore, the performance
of a link depends on components are at the each side of the given link. The link damage index can be
written
√∑

(

)
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where
presents the number of bridges on the link, and
either side of the link.

is referred to bridges located on the

3.2.1 Simulation of damage correlation maps
Fragility functions account for different structural properties such as material type, linear and
nonlinear material models, joint types and the other parameters. Since the response of an individual
structure in a single ground-motion spectral acceleration (for example SA (at T=1.0 sec) for bridges in
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a transportation network) may not be sufficient for explaining its performance, the structural response
of a component can differ from the value determined by fragility function. This difference may be due
to the variability of design or construction methods, or the material quality. Therefore, a simulation
procedure which can consider these shared or uncorrelated qualities is required to accurately assess
seismic risk. In order to compute BDIk (Equation 9), it is required to generate a spatial random field of
BDDIr given a damage state r. In this way, mean and covariance function are required. (Shiraki,
Shinozuka, Moore, Chang, Kameda, and Tanaka 2007) proposed lognormal distribution for BDDI
with means of 0.1, 0.3, 0.75 and 1 for different damage states of slight, moderate, major, and
complete, respectively. The covariance function can be obtained from the exponential semivariogram
model as presented in Section 2 with a given correlation range. In this study, this correlation range is
considered equal for different damage states.
3.3 Network performance indicator
In the literature, several indicators have been proposed to assess the network performance. In general,
these indicators analyse vulnerability, connectivity, or serviceability of the damaged network. For
power networks, several indicators such as power system flow (Bastami 2007), connectivity (Dueñas‐
Osorio et al. 2007), serviceability ratio (Adachi and Ellingwood 2008), and recovery time (Shinozuka
et al. 2007) have been proposed. For water networks, the researchers have introduced several
indicators such as system serviceability measure (Wang and O'Rourke 2006), loss connectivity,
serviceability ratio (Adachi and Ellingwood 2008), and damage consequence measure (Wang et al.
2010). Some indicators to evaluate transportation network performance are connectivity (Basöz and
Kiremidjian 1995, Rokneddin et al. 2013), the percentage of bridges damaged (Shinozuka et al. 2007),
increasing travel time (Jayaram and Baker 2010, Han and Davidson 2012), and mode destination
accessibility (Handy and Niemeier 1997).
In this study, the serviceability analysis, which considers travel time increasing after an earthquake, is
used. This indicator can be defined as
∑
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where, i and j denote nodes of the network,
presents the traffic flow from node i to j in highway
segment, is the time to trip between two given nodes.

4. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
The framework is demonstrated on a transportation network which is located in Tehran, the capital of
Iran, as an earthquake-prone region. The bridges and highways in the network are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Layout of the considered transportation network
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4.1 Seismic hazard assessment
The regional seismic hazard analysis consists of two main steps. First, based on a seismic source
model, a set of probabilistic scenarios is generated and then, for each scenario, using a GMPE model
the ground motion intensity is computed. The seismic rupture sources in the region are shown in
Figure 3 and their characteristics are summarized in Table 1. In this study, the seismic source model
presented by Tavakoli and Ghafory-Ashtiany (1999) is used. They divided Iran into 20 seismotectonic
provinces, as shown in Figure 4, and Tehran is located in the 15th province. They presented
coefficients of the Gutenberg-Richter relationship (
) for all seismotectonic
provinces. The coefficients and for Tehran are 1.0908 and 0.52, respectively. Based on the seismic
model of sources, a reduced set of 100 earthquake scenarios are selected by using the optimization
method presented by Vaziri et al. (2012).
The ground motion intensities (PGA, SAs at 0.3 and 1.0 sec) are computed using GMPE model
developed by Akkar et al. (2014). For each event, the intra-event residuals are generated and spatial
correlation among sites is modeled using the exponential function proposed by Garakaninezhad et al.
(2017). The correlation range, b in Equation 6, as a function of period is shown in Figure 5. In this
paper, the correlation ranges for PGA, SA(T=0.3 s), and SA(T=1.0 s) are 16 km, 21 km, and 14.9 km,
respectively.

Figure 3. Faults over the considered region (Berberian, et al. 1993)
Table 1. Additional information of faults in the considered region

No.

Fault

Length (km)

Mmax(Nowroozi 1985)

Type

1

Mosha

200

7.5

Thrust-Inverse

2

Pishva

34

6

Thrust-Inverse

3

South Rey

18.5

6.2

Thrust-Inverse

4

North Rey

17

6.1

Thrust-Inverse

5

Niavaran

13

6

Thrust-Inverse

6

North Tehran

75

6.9

Thrust-Inverse

7

Kahrizak

40

6.6

Thrust-Inverse

8

Garmsar

70

6.9

Thrust-Inverse
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Figure 4. Seismic province of Iran (Tavakoli and Ghafory-Ashtiany 1999)

Figure 5. Correlation range as function of period (Garakaninezhad et al. 2017)

4.2 Seismic vulnerability assessment of bridges and links
In the proposed method, the damage correlation among bridges is considered in BDDIr simulation
step. BDDIr should be simulated for each damage state, r, and for each type of bridges. In this study, it
is assumed the type of all bridges are the same, hence BDDIr is simulated for four damage states. For
each damage state, it is required to define the marginal distribution, mean and covariance matrix. The
random field of BDDIr is assumed as lognormal random field with means proposed by Shiraki,
Shinozuka, Moore, Chang, Kameda, and Tanaka 2007 for different damage states. In order to
determine the covariance function, first, the correlation ranges of damage states are assumed, then
using the semivariogram function (Equation 6) the covariance matrix is computed. In order to
investigate the effect of correlation, four correlation ranges of 1, 4, 8, and 14 km are considered. The
random fields obtained from these ranges indicate the effect of increasing correlation on the network
7

performance.
4.3 Network performance
The ratio of travel time between two cases of undamaged and damaged network is considered to
evaluate the performance network. This performance is assessed under 100 earthquake scenarios,
which are selected based on optimization approach, and four correlation ranges. Given an earthquake
scenario and the covariance matrix associated with the considered correlation range, 1000 BDDI for
slight, moderate, major and complete damage state are simulated. Then, BDIk for bridge k can be
obtained from multiplying the probability of being bridge in given damage state and the value of
BDDIr. Finally, using the obtained BDI of each damage state, the network performance can be
assessed. Figure 6 indicates the ratio of travel time for four correlation range. As it can be seen, for
frequent events the correlation of damage may lead overestimation of risk, however increasing the
correlation range of damage can lead to increase the risk estimation for rare events.

Figure 6. Travel time ratio for 4 ranges of damage correlation

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a framework for seismic risk assessment of transportation network is presented. This
framework accounts for bridge-to-bridge spatial correlation in addition to spatial correlation among
ground-motion intensity. The spatial correlation among bridges is considered in the simulation of
bridge damage index for each damage state as a random field. The covariance of this random field can
be obtained from the semivariogram function given a correlation range. Finally, using the simulated
random field, the network performance can be assessed.
The approach is illustrated on the transportation network located in Tehran. The ratio of travel time
between undamaged and damaged network is considered. The results show that increasing the damage
correlation may lead to decrease the performance of the network. The framework is shown on the
transportation network, however, it can be applied to the other lifeline networks.
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